The research problem of concern here is: What criteria should be used when congregations are analysed? Congregations as faith communities are defi ned variously. Discerning the local congregation as a defi ned and as an empirical subject plays a major role in answering the research question. The theological points of departure are that any measure of a local congregation has to deal with issues like faithfulness to the gospel and the missional identity and integrity of the congregation as a contextual faith community. The hypothesis is that, when theologically informed and motivated, congregations can and should be analysed in the process of continuing reformation. This article describes a number of approaches to and outcomes of empirical research related to congregational analysis. Follow-up research to be submitted for publication will deal with the missional identity, the ministerial role-fulfi lment of the congregation, and a proposal to analyse these in a way that is theologically faithful and contextually relevant.
INTRODUCTION

Congregations can reform
Congregations can be reformed and transformed. As Runia says:
What I mean, therefore, is a renewal of the church today, taking into full account the situation and the problems of this day and trying to fi nd new ways to make the church again what it ought to be according to the New Testament
. (Runia 1986:277) Or as Barna explains his reasons for writing yet another book on the church:
The last four years of my life have been especially devoted to agonised refl ection on the state of the Church, the desires of God for His people, and the growing gap between those two. … This book is a … call for us to stop playing church and start being church by demonstrating the transformation that has occurred within us as a result of an absolute, paramount commitment to Jesus Christ. (cf. also his 1990 book with a similar plea)
. (Barna 1998:x) Barna eventually calls it a 'major rehabilitation project. We're talking revolution!' (Barna 1998:197) . Reformation is radical, as radical as the 16th-century reformation proved to be. Schaller (2005) calls it 'a mainline turnaround'. Guder (2000) calls it the 'continuing conversion of the church'.
What I have called reformation (Nel 2005:152) is now often called 'redevelopment'. Sellon, Smith and Grossman (2002:x-xii) distinguish between renewal, revitalisation and redevelopment. The sooner congregations realise that they are disconnected from their communities, the 'simpler the return to health':
When the bulk of the congregation's focus is still outward, we think of the shift back as church renewal …. Revitalization is what the journey is called when the church's disconnect with the surrounding community increases and the energy has turned more towards maintenance and preservation…. Redevelopment is what the journey is called when the congregation has fundamentally congealed. The church has now become
primarily focussed on preserving the status quo. (Sellon et al. 2002:xi) These authors build on the concepts that Alice Mann had already used in 1999 (Mann 1999:10-12) . She employed the so-called 'life cycle' diagram (which actually comes from Gallagher (1999) , as acknowledged by Mann (1999:121) .
When we are serious about the church being a creation of the Triune God, reformation and transformation are a given. It is an indicative: 'Gemeindeaufbau muss Trinitarisch konzipiert werden' (Schwarz & Schwarz 1984:67) . Guder and others (Guder 1998:5) rightly say that a 'Trinitarian point of entry into our theology of the church necessarily shifts all the accents in our ecclesiology.'
My understanding of building up missional 1 local churches is explained in previous publications (Nel 1994; 1998:26-37; . The working formula I suggested for this approach, and from which this article departs, is:
Building up a missional local church is a ministry whereby the Triune God is at work and his congregation, under his care, is being trained and guided to: u • nderstand its own identity and reason for existence (a hermeneutical dimension) evaluate, as a motivated (identity understanding) body of believers, its own functioning, set • itself goals for faithful ministry and reach those goals in a planned way (an agogical-teleological dimension)
1. McLaren (2004:105) wrote that the 'term missional arose, thanks to the Gospel and Our Culture Network...It was popularized by the Network's important book called The Missional Church'. This is not factually correct. Callahan (1983:xii,1-9) had already used the term by then. It is better to say that a missional, as alternative for missionary, theology developed, as pointed out by him. Missional thinking, named differently before, is much older and one should give credit to those scholars (see later in the second article). McLaren is correct to point out that Bosch and Leslie Newbigin 'began to convince people that...theology is actually a discipline within Christian mission. He is, to my mind, also correct in stating that the term missional refl ects 'a kind of post-colonial embarrassment about the term missionary' (McLaren 2004:106) .
Returning the ministry
Building up local churches is a process of returning the ministry to God's people. Ogden (1990:29-55 ) uses this phrase as part of the title of his book and discusses the congregation as an organism and, what he calls, the 'institutional entrapment of the church'.
To emphasise the local congregation as a living organism does not imply underestimating those who are called to be pastors, elders, deacons in local churches, or of the congregation as part of an institution. It is about the whole congregation (including its service leaders) reforming to be who God has planned them to be and do what He has created them for. In a recent article, Dekker and Harinck (2007:86-98) drew comparisons between Kuyper and Bonhoeffer with reference to their understanding of the church as both organism and institute: 'The institute is the form and is temporal, the organism is the essence and is eternal...The Institute serves the organism, and as such is only instrumental' (Dekker & Harinck 2007:91; Kuyper 1908:215) . They continue and quote Bonhoeffer (1999:84) : 'the church is nothing other than that part of humanity in which Christ has truly taken form'. They both emphasised, even then, what we now consider as basic to our ecclesiology of mission in this field.
Research question and hypothesis
The above approach to reformation implies change. Change, as reforming towards the will of God, has always been a problem for congregations. But one can only use the concept reformed (past tense) once you have changed and are reforming.
Change is not easy. It requires sacrifice and courage, letting go of the comfortable and familiar and predictable for some higher purpose, some greater cause. Change is painful. Change will inevitably, of course, come upon us all whether we like it or not.
The question is: Can we survive it, maybe even learn to welcome it and thrive on it as a gift from God? (Chesnut 2000:4) Churches often shy away from change. Some openly resist it. Ammermann (1987:63) pointed out that 'at every stage of the process, the weight of habit and tradition maintain familiar patterns. Those familiar patterns often blind congregations to the change in the first place.' This is the reason for my strong emphasis on motivation and unfreezing as first and continuous phase in building up missional local churches (Nel 2005:149-175) .
Congregations are being analysed anyway. People have 'opinions' of how it is going and talk about it. These untested opinions are often used by members and non-members as 'empirical' perceptions. Toler and Nelson (1999:139-160 ) make the point that it is just normal for people to ask the same questions of churches that they ask of business, and, in these authors' case, a local five-star hotel. People who know, love and serve the Lord may be different but those we serve in ministry are not necessarily different yet. 'People judge churches the same way they judge restaurants.' Is it right or wrong for them to do so? No matter, it is just an empirical fact. The hotel manager in the story compares measuring a congregation to 'fruit inspecting' (Toler & Nelson 1999:140) . The director of ministry development replies that this is why their worship folder carries the saying: 'we count people because people count ' (Toler & Nelson 1999:145) .
This article will argue in favour of a theologically informed motivation for analysis and what Carroll (2002:back cover) , in a brief review of the book by Woolever and Bruce (2002) , called a 'data-driven decision-making in the church'. Schaller (2002:back cover) The research question in this article (the first of two) is how congregational analysis can be approached in a practical and theologically faithful and scientific way?
The hypothesis that informs this article is that congregational analysis not only can be done, but should be done. However:
the theological identity of congregations impacts and, in • more than one way, determines when and how they are analysed the theological and empirical identity of congregations • informs the need for and the content of the analysis (approach, methods and content) the theological and empirical identity determines the kind of • process and the outcomes of the analysis (strategies).
Approach
The approach in this article is descriptive. The focus is on some well-known researchers, how they have approached surveys and their findings. Reference will also be made to some other useful material. Follow-up research will deal with a few theological and ecclesiological markers, the essence of ministerial role-fulfilment. It will conclude with a specific suggestion for a theologically informed approach to congregational analysis as an analysis of ministries. This will be argued for against the backdrop of the empirical approaches below.
EMPIRICAL APPROACHES AND FINDINGS
Analysing congregations is not a new occurrence. The Bible contains many reports on the 'state of the nation/church'. The prophets were good at this (cf. Is 58; Ezk 16). John's analysis of the seven churches in Asia-Minor (Rv 2, 3) is another example. The sixteenth-century Reformers did so, too (cf. Neuner 1994; . In the latter part of the previous century, this kind of research mainly became much more prominent.
Project: Congregational Studies
The beginning
The project for Congregational Studies was started in 1984. The reason for introducing this was the absence of sound guidance for analysing the congregation. James Hopewell (1984:Preface) , on behalf of the Project team (people like Jackson Carroll, Carl Dudley, William McKinney, Loren Mead and Barbara Wheeler) , wrote: 'programs for our parish exist in abundance, but methods for analyzing our parish are hard to find.' The book contains 131 questionnaires related to the four objects of inquiry: The church in context; organisation and programme; interpersonal relations and corporate process; and identity (Hopewell 1984:Preface) . This book was the forerunner to the Handbook for Congregational Studies (1986).
Even earlier, the Lutherans in the USA struggled with the same issues. In 1977, Reumann edited a volume under the title The Church Emerging (A US Lutheran Case Study) . A member of the committee suggested that the title should be 'Traditions in Transition' (Reumann 1977:27) . In the introduction Reumann (1977:1-27) (Reumann 1977:5) . Carroll, Dudley and McKinney (1986:9) agreed that 'anthropology, social psychology, sociology, theology, and organizational development' provided different perspectives for approaching congregational analysis. They preferred a 'more natural and holistic approach [as] desirable'. Their research drew upon four case studies and they eventually discerned (1986:15-21) 'four dimensions of congregations', using this to help formulate the problem(s) that might exist and need to be studied (from there the term congregational studies). The order in which they discuss the four 'dimensions' and add possibilities for analysing them is: identity, context, process and programme. Cameron and others (2005:13-18 ) also studied congregations, taking the same four disciplines (as above) into account. As early as 1983, Dudley already edited a book that dealt with such 'multidisciplinary approaches' (Dudley 1983:155-210) . The rapid changes 'shocked' congregations into the realisation that they were dealing with new realities and that such an approach was needed.
Different disciplines involved
Empirical approach in congregational research
A good example supporting the case for intensive research is Ammermann et al.'s (1997) investigation of a number of communities and 23 congregations, which was started in 1992. The research team identified nine communities going through three kinds of change: cultural, economic and social/ structural. These changes concerned communities with gay and lesbian enclaves, with immigrant populations, and with an integrated liberal enclave, who were experiencing economic distress, changing economic realities for African Americans, and transformation by suburbanisation (Ammermann et al. 1997:5-34) . Two congregations in each of these communities, together with five more, were identified and a total of 23 congregations were analysed over a period of six months and more. Such research is of great help in determining trends which can be used to set up instruments whereby other congregations can be helped in diagnosing where they are and how they are managing. Ammermann (1997:1) departs from the standpoint, which is equally true in the Southern African scenario, that one of the most 'enduring features of the American landscape is the steeple, a landmark signalling the presence of a congregation'. In countries with no 'state-religion', there is no guarantee that this will remain so and 'outmoded religious institutions' (Ammermann et al. 1997 :2) will not survive. The social processes of community formation (will) govern the rise and fall of congregations, and the spiritual energies generated in congregations (will) help to shape the social structures of communities. (Ammerman et al. 1997 :2) Ammermann et al. (1997) found that congregations do not change because it makes sense to change. It is not a rational process at first. It does not even happen in other kinds of institutions. 'At every stage of the process, the weight of habit and tradition maintain familiar patterns. Those familiar patterns often blind the congregations to the change in the first place' (Ammermann et al. 1997:63) .
Research such as this is invaluable in rethinking congregational analysis. It offers a good example of both quantitative and qualitative research. The 'focus questions' for reviews are documented in Appendix A (Ammermann et al. 1997:371-376) and the congregational survey in Appendix B (Ammermann et al. 1997:377-380 The primary 'lesson' is exercising freedom in our • development of ecclesial practices -faithful to both the gospel and social and cultural challenges of the society. This asks for 'a process of reflective discernment' (Carroll 2000:81) ; The critical importance of leadership which is 'innovative, • entrepreneurial leadership that often exhibits reflexivity' (Carroll 2000:82) ; The focus on the needs of members and potential members; • The focus on effective small-group ministry as one of many • ecclesial practices; The value of seriousness about Christian beliefs and practices • and seriousness as a 'commitment to excellence' (Carroll 2000:96) : 'They practice seriousness, not strictness, about the faith and about the congregation's life and ministry' (Carroll 2000:101) .
Change and assessment Dudley and Ammermann (2002) developed their book on the premise of the vital importance of congregations: 'Because we are convinced that congregations are critical to the wellbeing of individual faithful people and to the well-being of our communities, we want congregations to thrive ' (2002:1 Campolo (1995:3-94) , in his diagnosis of the situation of denominations, refers to issues like the loss of children (Campolo 1995:3-12) , the cultural lag (26-32), the challenge of TV (33-47), the culture of narcissism (48- identify with these signs of the times. It is an empirical reality that communities have changed and are changing fast. The 'good old church days' are indeed a 'hallowed memory' in many parts of our world. 'Discerning minds know that we're in trouble… serious trouble ' (Swindoll in Getz 1994:vii) . Kuen (1971:283) wrote: 'Everything that bears the name church is at present passing through one of the most serious crises in history, at least in Europe'. Dekker (2000:19, 36-37 ) also calls the situation in Europe a crisis. As to the crisis in ministry among leaders, one only has to read the outcome of extensive research among clergy as published by Carroll. More than one of the reasons given for unhappiness and dissatisfaction in ministry had to do with stress and pastoral role issues related to the state of the local church (Carroll 2006:159-187) . To this can be added what Gibbs (1994:57) had already called the 'growing nominality problem' observed in so many churches.
Once congregations know they need to change, they need some tools. Assessment can no longer be escaped. Dudley and Ammermann stated:
We believe that change has more to do with the imagination of the church's members than with programs, so the strategies we present are designed to incorporate both feelings and facts. (Dudley & Ammermann 2002:11) Ultimately this is about cultivating a new culture that will require 'basic congregational habits and practices to help members assimilate new cultural patterns and perspectives'.
Congregations and their important role
What the church does and can do, is and can become, takes priority in congregational analysis. Not many, however, think seriously about the role of the congregation as an agent for change in society. Schaller offered his first set of questions to help local churches discern whether they were active or passive (Schaller 1981:66-70) . He is a 'parish consultant' (Schaller 1997:15) . Having worked with sixty different religious traditions, he 'gradually came to ten major overlapping conclusions about congregational life in North America'. Number ten of the 'overlapping conclusions', which has become the central theme of this book, is 'that the most effective way to influence both individual and institutional behavior is to ask questions' (Schaller 1997:11) .
Ten 1997 conclusions
Because of the central importance of his empirical approach, I quote, briefly, the ten conclusions (Schaller 1997:11-15 ):
1. The role of the pastor is a far more difficult and challenging assignment than in the 1950s; 2. Long-established religious institutions closely resemble other institutions in culture; 3. The most serious shortage in our society is for skilled transformational leaders who possess the capability to initiate planned change from within an organisation; 4. In a rapidly changing societal and ecclesiastical context, most religious institutions face a difficult choice. They can either adapt or be perceived as irrelevant by a growing number of the population. The first requires a high level of skill in planned change that is initiated from within the congregation; 5. Societal changes surfaced earlier in Canada than in the United States (he gives several examples which are less relevant to this article); 6. The differences among congregations are becoming greater with the passage of time. 'The safe assumption today is no two are alike' (p. 13); 7. One of the most promising developments of recent decades is the emergence of the trained career-intentional interim minister; 8. The erosion of inherited denominational loyalties, and the accompanying decline in the influence of denominational systems, has underscored the importance of that word outside when a congregation seeks an outside third party to intervene; 9. Congregations, like other institutions (stores, etc.), are larger than in the middle of the previous century: 'The average (mean) size of a congregation today is three times what it was in the 1900s' (p. 15); 10. Number ten, already referred to, is that 'the most effective way to influence both individual and institutional behavior is to ask questions' (p. 15).
Expanding the questions
Schaller's 1998 publication was written to 'expand the number and variety of questions to be asked in the self-appraisal process in congregations' (Schaller 1998:13 (Schaller 1998:13) He (like Callahan 1983 Callahan & 1987 points out how easily 'meansto-an-end' questions (like real estate, staffing, money, schedules and programmes) float to the top of the agenda. He places them in the sixth chapter, so that may not dominate the self-appraisal process; they 'can be discussed more intelligently if they are not even raised until the fundamental questions on identity, purpose, role, and call have been resolved' (Schaller 1998:16 (p. 15) . (Schaller 2003:14-15) This is in total contrast to Bill Easum (2008:89-98) who predicts that 'balance plus status quo equals decline and eventually death.
Strategy based on three paradigm shifts Schaller (2003:15-20) declares that the strategy he suggests is based on three paradigm shifts, which is also not new but a restatement of the old:
Congregations should be 'free to choose their affiliation with • a midlevel judiciary on the basis of affinity, not geography ' (p. 15 
Kennon L. Callahan
Assisting churches in planning When Callahan (1983; 1997) published his first book, he did so 'to assist churches in their strategic long-range planning to be effective churches in mission ' (1983:Preface) . He wrote the book after having served as 'planning consultant' for over twentythree years "with over seven hundred and fifty churches across the country. I have also been acquainted with the work of several thousand other churches in a wide range of denominations" (Callahan 1983:xii) . Only four years later, after having consulted in another 250 churches, he published the planning workbook (1987; 1990; 1997) and the Leaders' guide (Callahan 1987 ; not to be confused with the Study guide (Callahan 1992) . In a sense, all his books (about 14 in total) build on the 1983 publication. He wrote (Callahan 1983:xii) (Callahan 1983:xi) In his explanation (Callahan 1983:xi-xii) of what he means with 'diagnostic' he contrasts it strongly with a 'data-collection' approach which is so often enslaving and paralysing churches. What he means has since been called by Schaller a 'databased approach' (Woolever 2002 :back page recommendation). Woolever and Bruce (2002:7) themselves refer to 'a case for datadriven decisions'.
Twelve characteristics
The twelve characteristics he discovered to be central to missional effectiveness are: 
Relational characteristics
Nel
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Vol. 65 No. 1 Page 6 of 13 (Callahan 1983:xii-xv (Callahan, 1983:xiv) He continues by drawing attention to the fact that many pastors have focussed more on lowering the level of dissatisfaction in the churches they serve -probably misunderstanding that in doing so they will not necessarily raise the level of satisfaction. With relation to my research in these two articles, the four reasons he offers (Callahan 1983:xiv-xv) for this phenomenon are important:
As supporting, giving, caring persons, pastors are 'more • attuned to the level of dissatisfaction around them than to the level of satisfaction'; many of these pastors have been trained in 'an insidious • action-reflection, responsive approach to ministry. Hence they react to signals of dissatisfaction rather than acting with strategic long-range planning to raise the level of satisfaction'; they are prone to 'quick closure...they move to relieve • dissatisfaction and low-level pain'; 'For many pastors, their commitment and guilt dynamics • influence them to work harder, not smarter. They therefore preoccupy themselves with the symptoms of dissatisfaction rather than thoughtfully planning and moving forward to put in place string sources of satisfaction'. (He thinks that the move from congregation to congregation may have to do with this preoccupation; once the dissatisfaction is at least temporarily 'removed', like through having facilities which the pastor helped them build, most leave within the next year.)
Strategic planning
Callahan's three remarks on how he views long-range planning as strategic sheds further light on his approach. 
Radical missional thinking
Callahan's radical missional thinking is expressed best (to my mind) in his 1990 publication. A few of his typical phrases (almost slogans) (Callahan 1990:3-23 
A Callahan analysis
I have described in rather full detail (Nel 1994 (Nel :173-180, 2005 ) how a Callahan analysis can be done. I have led more than one hundred such analyses in congregations in four denominations in South Africa since 1991. I am convinced that this analysis has merit if, and once, one understands Callahan's radical missional thinking. It will continue to help local churches who realise their missional identity to become even more effective in mission, as a 'mission outpost' (Callahan 1990:22) .
Christian A. Schwarz
From Theologie des Gemeindeaufbau to Natural Church Development Christian A. Schwarz wrote his first book (Schwarz & Schwarz 1984) In it he tries to distance himself from a Church Growth approach that is tied up in 'numerical growth'. He states that the Church Growth movement had been great in building bridges, but did not pay enough attention to fundamental theological questions (Schwarz 1999:9) , and quoted Herbst (1987:265) , who said: 'The church growth movement cannot permanently be spared a controlled doctrinal reflection on these questions' (ecclesiological and theological MN). Schwarz (1999:9) then continues, saying that he tries 'to link church development with some of the loci classici of the systematic discussion'. Trying to hold on to the 2000-year history of the church, he states: 'I am convinced -as I hope the following pages will make plain -that we will make no significant progress without changes as radical as those of the Reformation' (Schwarz 1999:11) .
Why Natural Church Development? Schwarz (1996:6-8) states that 'this book is based on a different approach to church growth. In my institute we have chosen to call it "natural", or "biotic" church development'. This is in 'contrast' to what he, in the previous paragraph, called 'technocratic church growth' -as I understand it, a very methodological approach to making the church grow.
Why call our approach 'natural church development'? Natural means learning from nature. Learning from nature means learning from God's creation. And learning from God's creation means learning from God the Creator. (Schwarz 1996:8)
He admits that he opens himself up to being accused of theologia naturalis. Here, however we are dealing with principles of church growth, not with questions about the character of God. It seems to me that in this context, learning from creation is not only legitimate, it is a must. He refers to this 'natural' approach' as 'automatisms' (Schwarz 1996:7) . Later (Schwarz 1996:12-13) he calls it the 'all-by-itself-principle' and defines it as 'releasing the growth automatisms by which God Himself grows His church'. How responsible this distinction is, is indeed debatable. My confession (and his), that the church and its building up is a Trinitarian concept, does not leave much room for anything natural or automatic (cf. Schwarz & Schwarz 1984:67) .
'An alternative paradigm'
Natural Church Development 'views itself as an alternative paradigm of church growth' (Schwarz & Schalk 1998:8 Universally applicable church growth principles?
'How does one discover universally applicable church growth principles? ... There really is only one way ... scientific sound research of churches around the world' (Schwarz 1996:18) . It was this realisation that gave birth to a 'comprehensive research project' (Schwarz 1996:18 (Schwarz 1996:19) The research eventually defined four categories of churches in relation to quality (high or low) and growth (quantitative growth and decline). The eight 'quality characteristics' generalised from the data are listed in the 'Knowledge alone does not do it' section below.
An interplay of elements
An important finding was that:
There is no one single factor that leads to growth in churches; it is the interplay of all eight elements. No church wanting to grow qualitatively and quantitatively can afford to overlook any one of these quality characteristics.
( Schwarz 1996:38) Based on their comprehensive research, [they] were for the first time able to empirically prove the following three theses:
The (Schwarz 1996:38) . Schwarz (1996:49-58, and again in 1998:26-28, 38) focuses on the strengths of the congregation, but at the same time makes much of what he calls the 'minimum factor ' (1996:49) . This is an expression that was also used in this field by Te Velde (1992:71-73; cf. Schwarz 1991; Nel 1994; 2005:12) . While the focus is on 'strengths and weaknesses' (Schwarz 1998 :subtitle of book), the minimum factor plays an important role in his approach. The minimum strategy assumes that the growth of a church is blocked by the quality characteristic that is least developed. If a church focuses its energy primarily on these minimum factors, this alone can lead to further growth (Schwarz 1996:50) .
Minimum factor
His image of the barrel to illustrate the importance of this concept in the approach is well known: 'The shortest stave determines the amount of water the barrel can hold' (Schwarz 1996:53) .
Measuring instrument
Eventually a measuring instrument (questionnaire) was developed. In using this instrument, a pastor (a separate one) and 30 members are asked to complete the questionnaire (Schwarz 1998:12-13) . Trained consultants help with this process and names and addresses of such consultants are provided with the questionnaires. The completed questionnaires can be returned to the organisation, consultant or trainer. Congregations can also buy the software (CORE) when they attend a Natural Church Development Basic Training event (Schwarz 1998:13) .
Part 5 of the 1996 book (Schwarz 1996:103-125) provides the reader with 'ten action steps' for introducing the four building blocks into the life of the congregation (1996:103). The buildings blocks of natural church development are: 'Quality characteristics', 'minimum factor', 'biotic principles', and 'new paradigm'. They answer 'the four basic questions of church growth -what, when, how, and why'. Schwarz (1996:65-81) What he means by each concept is described in greater detail in Part 4 (Schwarz 1996:83-102 (Schwarz 1996:83) . He works explicitly with what he calls the bipolarity in creation and in the Bible, stating that 'the creative relationship between the poles is the secret of natural self-organization' (Schwarz 1996:84) .
Biotic principles
Space does not allow me to describe the 'six biotic principles'. They are: 'Interdependence, Multiplication, Energy transformation, Multi-usage, Symbiosis, Functionality'.
He describes these biotic principles as the 'release of the "all by itself principle"' and connects them to the first part of each of the eight quality characteristics. For my purpose here I, in summarising it, use italics for the biotic principle (cf. the figure, 
Cynthia Woolever and Deborah Bruce
In the three books (2002; 2004; 2008) published by these two authors, the focus is on what I have already referred to, namely a data-based or data-driven approach (Woolever & Bruce 2004:9; Schaller 2002:back cover) . Woolever is the Director of the U.S. Congregational Life Survey, while Bruce is the Project Manager of the same Survey (cf. for the Survey and its methodology Woolever & Bruce 2002:79-80) . 'Beyond the ordinary'
Broad empirical sample
In the 2004 publication, 10 strengths of US congregationsstrengths that take such congregations 'beyond the ordinary' -are discerned. Woolever and Bruce (2004:9, 123-124) explain the empirical approach they took and how they eventually worked with 122 043 attendee surveys (cf. also www.uscongregations. org). Woolever and Bruce (2004:2-11) explain why they prefer to work with an approach that does not seek the 'minimum factor'. They want to change 'the mindset from "what's wrong with us" to "what's right with us"' (Woolever & Bruce 2008:3) . They acknowledge that every researcher has assumptions and agendas. They want to move beyond 'that definitional Tower of Babel (referring to the many languages by which people describe 'healthy congregations' -author) toward a more comprehensive and useful language based on congregational strengths' (Woolever & Bruce 2008:2) . In trying to do so they grounded themselves in James Hopewell's (1987) definition of a congregation -'a local organization in which people "regularly gather for what they feel to be religious purposes"'. The people in each of these groups have a local 'story'. How they talk, their language, how they see the past, present and future is what comes into play. They are 'part universal and part local or unique' (Woolever & Bruce 2004: 3). Woolever and Bruce (2004: 3) use five other 'universals related to purpose and mission' to help them define congregations:
Congregations create spaces and places for emotional bonding • universally seek to educate worshippers about the faith • and behaviors expected of the faithful wish to share with others the faith and beliefs that are most • meaningful to them, ...also seek new people to join.. serve others, both within and outside their group • convey to worshippers and others that life has ultimate • meaning.
Integrating qualities
Their research led Woolever and Bruce to the assumption (2004:6) that:
for congregations to reach beyond the ordinary requires • integration of three qualities -mind, heart, and courage. Beyond-the-ordinary congregations use their mind -suggesting intelligence and analysis; • their heart or imagination suggesting beyond the obvious • solutions; their courage -suggesting a responsive identity whose • actions result from the integration of heart and mind.
Their explanation of what this means is insightful and important for analysing and planning. They continuously argue for the interwoven nature of the ten strengths. Arguing against what they call the 'all trump-card or one answer approaches' they say 'congregational strength is always a plural' (Woolever & Bruce 2004:8) and again 'a quick glance (at one of the figures) shows how interwoven the ten congregational strengths are' (Woolever & Bruce 2004:119) . Another insight they gained is that beyond-the-ordinary congregations embrace three assumptions in order to 'reach a level of excellence in one or more areas of congregational life' (Woolever & Bruce 2004:15 
Ten qualities
Based on very good empirical research (cf., again, Woolever & Bruce 2004:123-139 for a detailed description of the method and scientific approach) they discerned ten congregational strengths. They built on the research published in 2002, in which they 'examined congregations and their worshippers in four interrelated areas -Spiritual Connections, Inside Connections, Outside Connections, and Identity Connections.' The ten strengths in the second book flow from those four areas and tap the essential strengths of congregations (Woolever & Bruce 2004:126) . Early in the book already (p. 9), they state that, while the 2002 research focussed on the detailed and specific analysis of individual worshippers, the focus in 2004 was on the profiles of congregations. It had to be noted (Woolever & Bruce 2004:15) that '[e]xtraordinary congregations are not without weaknesses or problems because "excellence does not require perfection" (Galindo 2003:17) . Through careful analysis of more than 2000 congregations of all sizes and faith groups we identified ten congregational strengths.' The strengths concerned are (Woolever & Bruce 2004: 
Knowledge alone does not do it
One last important insight from this research is the discussion on why knowledge of the situation (their vital understanding of mind) alone does not achieve much. They call it the 'knowingdoing gap' (Woolever & Bruce 2004:110) . 'We assert that if you don't understand the simple knowledge of strengths, you're a traveller who left the map at home'. The discussion on what Woolever and Bruce call 'courageous discussion ' (pp. 110-113) is important here. Stating boldly that they are positive thinkers and work from a standpoint of appreciative inquiry (Woolever & Bruce 2004:109) , they agree that 'courageous discussion' is challenging. It is the challenge to move from fact to feeling and to imagining, one could say. To them, it is the 'Lion's Share' in bridging the knowing-doing gap: 
Location
A brief remark about this research on the impact that a congregation's location has on being and becoming 'beyondthe ordinary' is necessary. Woolever and Bruce admit that their research in this case was complex (2008:2). Some factors relating to location proved to have no impact and others do impact strengths. This, in being a fascinating piece of research and worth studying, will hopefully encourage similar research in South Africa. Until then we have to learn from what these researchers discovered and accept that there are some similarities and probably also dissimilarities.
According to them (Woolever & Bruce 2008:4-8) , 'location' can be described in five ways. (Dick 2007:back page) . Introducing his approach is important to the research question in these articles. My thesis is that faithfulness to the gospel and the missional identity and integrity of the congregation as a contextual faith community plays a major role in congregational analysis. Dick (2007:8) states his departure point as: 'bigger says nothing about faithful, and active says nothing about effective'. His use of effective is almost similar to Callahan's (1987:12) , in meaning to bring help and hope to communities. His research, in a sense, was a personal journey to discover just this. He visited, surveyed, consulted and analysed 'over 700 congregations across North America to better understand effective structures, processes, leadership, and systems for spiritual formation and development' (Dick 2007:9) over a period of about six years. He initially tried to divide his sample and the masses of data based on the criterion of growth, working at the time with healthy (growing) and unhealthy (declining) churches. 
Sustainability
From the reports, notes and surveys, Dick extracts a second set of criteria and labels it 'sustainability'. Among the 16 measures of sustainability are (Dick 2007:10) : levels of active participation • accountability for spiritual development • standards for membership • communal identity. • When he integrated the two sets of criteria, namely growth and sustainability, four church 'types' emerged. He names these types (Dick 2007:10-14) and describes them, allotting one chapter to each. The criterion of faithfulness, which plays a determining role in his research, links up with previous research he had undertaken and which was published in 1999. In this 'book of hope' he lifts up the kind of church where people can come to know God and where they can move forth to live transformed and transforming lives...grounded on the premise that contemporary cultural reality calls us to be a different kind of church. (Dick & Burry 1999:9 & back page) Faithfulness is indeed a quest for the quality of our discipleship -something Armstrong (1979:38) had already pointed out in his quest for service evangelism.
Vital congregations
Vital congregations are those congregations that are highly stable and growing. These churches are rare in the United Methodist HTS Dick describes them as congregations that do a lot of good, touch many lives and reach many people, 'but they are very hard to sustain for long periods of time, and they experience an enormous amount of waste and burnout' (Dick 2007:11) . In his study, 51 congregations (7.1%) found themselves in a highly stable, but declining position. (Dick 2007:12) He included the Congregational Vitality Survey that he used and suggests for use in Appendix 1 of his book (Dick 2007:127-135) . His findings led him to summarise as in Table 1 (Dick 2007:12) .
Retrogressive congregations
Decaying congregations
Criteria used in the research Dick (2007:13-14) describes each 'type of church' by using fifteen criteria which were derived from his survey and widespread qualitative interviews with leaders and members of the 717 congregations investigated in the study (United Methodist Church). The criteria are important and it is worth reading his report to see how these churches differ, for instance with regard to understanding identity, which I will use as an example below. Dick (2007:17) calls the criterion of 'a strong sense of identity -who we are as a congregation of God's people -perhaps the most important' of all the criteria. 'Who are we? rests at the heart of our entire walk of faith. Individually, we wrestle with this question on a regular basis, but it is every bit as important that we wrestle with it corporately'. How do the four kinds of churches compare when it comes to identity? Vital congregations are not perfect. There is no such church. But their 'standards take them away from a "growth as more" mentality to a "growth as depth" mentality' (Dick 2007:119) .
Decaying
CONCLUSION
The empirical research reflected upon in the above descriptions is indeed about a search for the vital signs of God's presence and the church's preparedness to be his plan for the coming of his Kingdom. My intention is to introduce and inform leaders to what well-known researchers have found. This is important in Practical Theology. There is a context, a reality out there, which we need to read. Many have done that and shared their 'interpretation' of the text in their writings.
There is also another text -for Christian churches an authoritative one, the Bible. The follow-up research referred to above deals mainly with this text. I try to bring the two texts together and to suggest a way forward; a way for reading the congregation as a text in context. It is a suggestion on how to do a 'ministryanalysis' in this vital text, the congregation, in the coming of God to them and, through the congregation, to the world.
